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The study deals with the calculation of individual blockings on a 
telephone trunk-group with multiple inputs and trunk-reservation 
parameters. We present known techniques suitable for the problem and 
introduce a new one derived from the Equivalent Random Theory All 
the methods are thoroughly compared in terms of accuracy and 
CPU-time requirements. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The calculation of individual blockings in telephone overflow systems is 
important for network management, servicing and dimensioning. Among numerous 
heuristics, Wi1kinson ls ERT, Haywardls formula and Kuzura's IPP are reference 
methods for total blocking. Akimaru and others have given fast estimates for 
i ndi vi dua 1 block i ngs. But only methods us i ng 2 IPPs and recursive matri ces 
resolution techniques [1,2], are reliable, in all cases of practical interest. 
With trunk-reservation (see [1]>, the problem becomes more complex. IPPs and 
recursive matrices can cope with one or, in some cases, two trunk-reservation 
parameters. With one parameter, Wilkinson's ERT and Akimaruls approximation 
can be adapted [3]. Simplified models of overflow traffics have also been used 
[4,5]. Here we study multiple trunk-reservation parameters, MTRP in the fol
lowing, on an overflow telephone trunk-group. After a brief description of the 
~rob1em, we compare methods deriving from ERT [6], IPP [1], BPP [7], Sanders' 
L 8] and F. Leoga 11' s [9 ] model s. A new techni que, deri ved from ERT is 
presented. Numerical tests on a large set of configurations, allow a reliable 
estimati on of the comparati ve accuracy of the methods, and of the factors 
which influence it. The technique proposed here proves to be the best 
compromise between accuracy and CPU-time. 

2. MTRP : HYPOTHESIS AND NOTATIONS 

We consider a trunk-group of C trunks offered a set of traffic streams : n 
Poisson° traffics of intensities AI' ••• ' ~ and m overflows from high-usa~e 
trunk-groups of capacities Cl, ••• , Cl and fresh offered traffics AI, ••• , 40. 
There are J classes of priority define~ by (J-l) trunk-reservation parameters, 
so the total traffic having access to the trunk-group is state-dependent. We 
use the classical assumptions: holding times have a negative exponential 
distribution of mean 1, set-up times are negligible, lost calls are cleared 
and do not return. 
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The mean ne and vari ance vk, k = 1 to m, of each overflow one known [6]. We 
define : 

- i : number of calls in progress, 

- rl' ••• , rJ-1 the trunk.-reservation parameters in increasing order, with 
Co = C and Cj = C - rj for J = 1 to J-1, 

~ A(i) the intensity of the Poisson traffic having access to the trunk-group 
when i calls are in progress. 

3. EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

3.1. Sanders' model 

In [8], a non random traffic is modelled as the sum of a constant and a Pois
son traffic, matched with the two first traffic moments. Less accurate than 
ERT, but very simple, this model is suitable for MTRP because it reduces all 
inputs to Poisson, thus to a straightforward analysis of trunk-reservation, as 
shown in [4]. In numerical tests it is called SK (Sanders-Kashper). 

3.2. F. Le Gall's one moment method 

F. Le Ga 11' s model [9] was adapted to MTRP in [5]: in the a 1 gori thm of [9] 
traffics and blocking probabilities are subdivided following the levels of 
priority. In numerical tests, we call it LL (Le Gall - Lebourges). 

3.3. The BPP model 

In [7] De1brouck used Bernouilli-Poisson-Pasca1 processes to model non-random 
traffics. Overflow k, when ik calls are in progress, has an arrival rate of 
ak + ik ~. Coefficients ok and fk are given by ok = mk/zk and fk = (zk-1}/zk, . 
where zk = vk/mk. 

For MTRP, following [10], we use the direct, but approximative, extension of 
the exact recurrence given in [7] for no trunk~reservation (this recurrence is 
exact when there is no trunk-reservation as far as BPP is an exact model): 

m i 
i p,. = A( i -1 ) p. 1 + L ok 0,. k L ,- k=l 1=1 

1-1 
fk p. 1 with r..... = 1 ,- -p' (1 ) 

where 0it = 1 if i 'Cj, rj being the trunk-reservation par~meter of overflow 
k, 0ik = 0 otherwise. Once solved (see the Annex), it gives the pi's, thus the 
call -blocking of Poisson traffics. The call blocking of overflow k is the 
time-blocking calculated by equation (1) when ~ is replaced by (01< + Il<) (see 
[10]>. In numerical tests, this method is call.ea BPP. 

3.4. IPPs and recursive matrices 

.' 2.18.6.2 
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This technique was first described in [1]. As ' presented in [1], it is formally 
suitable to deal with MTRP when each overflow is modelled by a specific IPP. 
When we use it in that way, we call it IPP1, and take it as the "exact", 
reference method in numerical tests. But IPP1 cannot be used in practice 
because the size of the system grow~ with 2m, where m is the number of 
overflows, and the CPU-time grows with 2 m. 

In [1], several overflows are grouped into one IPP, following their level of 
priority, and the total overflow traffic is divided into only 2 IPP's. The 
number of trunk-reservation parameters is then limited to two. In numerical 
tests, we call IPP2 this application of IPPs. 

If we study one overflow at a time, grouping all the others into a single IPP, 
as in [2], we cannot have any trunk-reservati on parameter. Therefore we have 
not considered this method here. 

3.5. ERT model 

ERT and Akimaru's approximation have been adapted when one trunk-reservation 
parameter protects fresh traffic [3]. Here we extend it to MTRP. 

The theoritica1 background for the extension of ERT to MTRP would be too long 
to be described in this paper. It can be found in [3,13]. So we just explicit 
here the calculation procedure. Only overflow traffics b10ckings computations 
are shown, because the extension to fresh traffics is straightforward. 

We ca 11 t j the tra ffi c, of mean mj and vari ance vj , whi cb has access to the 
trunk-group when the occupancy is between Cj +1 and Cj • To mJ and vJ correspond 
-aJ and cJ , the cl ass.ical ERT parameters. 

We call bj the_call blocking of t j on the overflow trunk-group if it had Cj 
trunks. From bJ , using Akimaru's approximation [tl], we calculate the 
individual call b10ckings on this grouPNof capacity ~: ok's, b10ckin~s of the 
overflows of trunk-reservation rj, and b~ blocking ot-the traffic t J - • 

The 'bj.,s are calculated as follows: bJ is given by the standard ERT method, 
then 'DJ is computed by recurrence: 

r ( 0) ~ aj / (b~+ 1• ~) 
r(i) = 1 .+ r(i-l) • (i + Cj+1+ Cj)/ij 

'bj= aj /(r(C j +1- Cj ) • mj ) 

The individual blocking bk of overflow k on the actual overflow trunk-group is 
given by: 

c-c· 
bk = Ak • ( E J P ( i) ) / mk 

o 
where p(i)= 

i+1 +C j+Ck+Cl 

al 
p(i+1) 

where 1 corresponds to traffic t1 having access to the trunk-group when Cj +i+l 
calls are in progress. 
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To calculate p(C-Cj) we use the recurrence: 

r(O)-l= ("'K. bk)/ Ak 
rei) = 1 + r(i-1) (i + Cj+ Ck+ 'Cl )/ al 

and p(C-C '·) = r(C-C.)-l 
J J 

4. NUMERICAL TESTS 

In numeri ca 1 tests, we have one pri ori ty Poi sson traffi c and four overflows. 
The total traffic is 50 Erlangs. The ratio between the means of the largest 
and smallest overflows is 2. The average of the peakednesses of the overflows 
is 2.5. We test all combinaisons of the following alternatives 

A1 E overflows/Poisson = 0,3 or 1. 
A2 Highest peakedness/smallest peakedness : 1.5 or 3. 
A3 Dimensioning criterion of the final trunk-group : 0,5 or 5 %. 
A4 Number of trunk-reservation parameters : 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

The 1 arger the overflow, the hi gher the peakedness. The size and offered 
traffic of high-usage trunk-groups are calcul ated from the mean and variance 
of the overflows. The final group is dimensioned using ERT. Trunk- reservation 
parameters are between 1 and 4, dependi ng on the Ai' s. When ERT is used, 
Rapp's approximation gives its parameters. For IPP's, Jagerman's three moments 
match is used [12]. All cases of each al ternative are compared on all the 
combinaisons of their alternatives. As stated in 3.4, we use IPP1 as an 
"exact" method, from which we calculate 2 accuracy indicators: 

- E absolute errors in blocking probabilities/E blocking probabilities (A-B), 
- E errors in blocking probabilities/E blocking probabilities (E-B). ' 

Blockings are estimated on the whole overflow system. The CPU-time 
measurements are imperfect because they were performed in time- shari ng. 
Results are given in Table 1. ' 

Table 1. SK LL BPP ERT IPP2 

AB EB AB EB AB EB AB EB AB EB 

0.3 0.44 +.10 0.47 +.23 0.21 -.21 0.14 +.10 0.10 -.02 
A1 1.0 0.36 -.16 0.32 -.24 0.45 -.45 0.21 -.10 0.29 -.14 

1.5 0.39 +.15 0.38 +.17 0.25 -.25 0.16 +.13 0.12 -.03 
A2 3.0 0.41 -.18 0.40 -.15 0.39 -.39 0.19 -.11 0.25 -.12 

0.5% 0.34 -.21 0.51 -.41 0.35 -.35 0.23 -.22 0.17 -.03 
A3 5.0% 0.41 -.14 0.37 +.03 0.33 -.33 0.17 +.02 0.20 -.09 

0 0.24 +.07 0.39 -.09 0.29 -.29 0.10 +.03 0.10 +.08 
A4 1 0.36 -.09 0.41 -.10 0.38 -.38 0.22 -.09 0.30 -.28 

2 0.43 -.18 0.37 +.05 0.31 -.31 0.16 +.04 0.14 -.11 
3 0.48 -.05 0.38 +.05 0.32 -.32 0.18 +.03 / / 
4 0.47 -.06 0.39 +.04 0.34 -.34 0.20 +.01 / / 

Total 0.40 -.04 0.39 -.02 0.33 -.33 0.12 -.01 0.20 -.14 

CPU-time 1.00 8.64 20.50 1.01 3440.00 
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From Tabl e 1 it can be seen that the proposed method is the best compromi se 
between accuracy and CPU-time: it is as accurate as IPP2, it can deal with any 
number of trunk-reservati on parameters, and it is hardly slower than the 
fastest method, SK. Let us analyse these results: 

- SK is the fastest method, but it has the worst accuracy. It cannot be said 
to generally overestimate or underestimate the blockings. The average relative 
accuracy (A-B) varies, depending on the configuration, from 0.24, with no 
trunk-reservation parameter, to 0.48, with 3 trunk-reservation parameters. The 
algebraic sum of errors on all configurations is rather small (4t). 

- LL is hardly more accurate than SK~ while being 8.6 times slower. Not like 
SK, its accuracy is not much affected by the presence or absence of 
trunk-reservation. It clearly underestimates losses when they are small (A3 = 
0.5t). However, if this method is not well adapted to the · evaluation of the 
hierarchical cluster studied here, it is practical for end-to-end blockings 
estimation in non-hierarchical networks (see [5]). 

- BPP is slighly better in average than SK and LL, but 20.5 slower than SK. 
Its accuracy ranges from 0.21, for a ratio fresh traffic/overflow traffic of 
0.3, to 0.45, when the same ratio is 1. The heterogeneity of overflows 
(alternative A2), also affects the precision. Neither do the level of 
blockings (A3), nor the presence or absence of trunk-reservation (A4). Thus 
the errors measured here are due to the BPP model itsel f and not to the 
approx i mat i on used in Equa t ion 1 of th is paper to take account of 
trunk-reservation. The absolute and the algebraic sums of errors have exactly 
the same absolute value: BPP systematically underestimates the losses. 

- ERT, as stated above, seems the best of all. It is nearly as fast as SK. It 
has 'no systematic biais and its accuracy, ranging from 0.10 to 0.23 is not 
very 'sensitive to the traffic configuration. It tends to underestimate the 
losses when they are small (A3=0.5t) and to overestimate them in the reverse 
case. On the set of confi gura ti ons tes ted here, it has the bes t average 

. absolute and algebraic accuracy. 

- IPP2 is of the same range of accuracy than ERT, but is thousands times 
slower and cannot deal with more than 2 trunk-reservation parameters. The 
programming of the algorithm can surely be improved: here the inversion of 4x4 
matrices is performed by the standard inversion routine of the library Nag. A 
speci fi c program woul d make the program faster, but not to the extend of 
bri ngi ng computi ng times to same order than for ERT method. The accuracy may 
also be improved if the overflows which, in method IPP2, are grouped into a 
single IPP, a~e distinghuished. But this would differ from the method 
described in [1]. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The study deals with the evaluation of individual blockings on trunk-groups 
offered heterogeneous traffics and using mUltiple trunk-reservation parameters 
This subject becomes very important with the widespread introduction of trunk
reservation facil ities in SPC exchanges. We present a set of known methods, 
usable in the study of a hierarchical cluster, and propose a new extension of 
the classical ERT of Wilkinson, associated to Akimaru's approximation. From a 
a set of numerical tests, the new method appears as good solution to the 
problem, compared to the existing ones. The evaluation of the variances of the 
overflows has not been considered. However, the nature of the proposed method 
makes it likely that the results obtained for Poisson offered traffics and 
trunk- reservation can be fruitfully used in the context of MTRP. 
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ANNEX: STUDY OF TWO INDICES FINITE QUEUES (ALREADY DESCRIBED IN [13]) 

This calculation procedure is used for BPP, IPP1 and IPP2, and is presented 
here in its general form. It is an extension of the technique described in [1] 
because it covers a larger range of linear systems and because it is suitable 
when the sources of traffic are state dependant. 

We consider a two indices finite queue with state-probabilities qij(O(i (I, 
O(j (J). Usually i descri bes the occupancy of the system, and j the state of 
the traffic source. Balance equations can be written as follows: 

i-1 . 
Ki 0i = Li Oi+1 + E H~ Ok 

k=O 
1-1 

KI 01 = E H~ Ok 
k=O 

(0 ) 

(i ) 

(1 ) 

rhere Ki' Li , H~, O(i (1, 0 (i (I, 04< (i, are (J+l) x (J+l) matrices and 0i = 
(qiO' ••• , qiJ)· We also have E qij = 1. We want matrices Vi so that 0i = 

Vi 0i-l. The Vis are given by: i ,j 

i . 
Vl = Lo-l Ko and Vi +1 = Li l (K i ... k~O H~ (Vi ••• Vk+1)-l} 

1-1 
Equati on (I) becomes : (K I - E H~ (V I ••• Vk+1)- l) 01 = 0 

, k=O 

This leads to 01 depending on a normalizing constant, which is given by 

(1, ••• , 1) (SI + 1) 01 = 1 where SI is calculated by recurrence: 

S1 = VI l and Si+l = (Si + I) ViJ1 
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